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[00:00:18] Speaker 1 Jalaluddin Rumi says, "Silence is the language of God, and all else 
is poor translation." 
 
[00:00:30] Julie Hello and welcome to "Nameless -- Evolution Begins Within", a Magazine-
style podcast, bridging science, mysticism and the human experience. Thank you for 
joining us. Hi, I'm Julie R. Rackow. And joining me is our co-host Amin Dawdy.  
 
[00:00:45] Amin Thanks, Julie. With all the information and disinformation coming at us, 
we thought we'd present an episode on Silence. We have to make a space for it 
consciously if it's something that we value. So we've invited Yaqin Aubert with 40 years of 
meditation and training of retreat guides to talk with us about silence, not the dense outer 
silence demanded in a movie theater. But an inner silence and the peace that it can bring. 
 
[00:01:22] Julie In the science section, I'll talk about the opposite of silence, which is 
noise. I'll define the many different types and qualities of noise and explain a major study 
involving an elementary school and an airport in Germany. Finally, I'll explain how science 
accidentally learned about the importance of silence and how silence is vital for developing 
brains and our collective well-being. In the segment, "If Not Now, When? Conversations 
with Alice Wyatt," we hear another short story from Alice as she dives into a bit of botany 
and discovers what lies beneath the surface of a seemingly healthy plant that is failing to 
thrive. She sees correlations within herself that only when we discover what is beneath the 
surface are we able to take steps to create a more beautiful and vibrant life  
 
[00:02:14] Amin In our latest report from the innernaut, we hear about the importance of 
silence for the soul to thrive.  
 
[00:02:39] Julie Before we begin, we invite you to take what intrigues you and leave the 
rest. Our faithful guide in life is our felt sense. When we ask ourselves, how does 
experiencing this information or situation feel? We easily find our answer. If it doesn't feel 
right, drop it; move on. It's not meant for you. The same goes for content on our episodes. 
Some concepts will resonate and feel good, sparking something on the inner planes, while 
other information may be confusing or not ring true. In those cases, simply leave it behind. 
We are in a world of the great unknown where the human eye perceives less than one 
percent of all available light. So we ask you how much can really be known when we 
cannot see 99 percent of what's in front of us? That's why we believe the key to life is 
asking the question "How does this feel in my heart?" So let's start out the science section, 
as we do, first, by defining silence. So there's actually two entries under the Merriam-
Webster. The first is forbearance from speech or noise. Muteness often used 
interjectionally, absent of sound or noise, stillness in the silence of the night, absence of 
mention, oblivion, obscurity or secrecy. So the second definition is a transitive verb: to 
compel or reduce to silence, suppress, a/k/a as in silencing dissent. So noise is a word 
that is said to come from the Latin word "Noxia" disgust or nausea, or the Latin word 
meaning hurt, damaged or injured. Noise is unwanted sound especially loud or 
unpleasant, or something that causes disturbances. So there're four different basic types 
of noise. There's continuous noise, intermittent noise, impulsive noise and low frequency 
noise. So continuous noise, as it sounds, it's noise that remains stable or constant over a 
period of time. So machinery that operates with, you know, intervals or continuous noise. 
So what they give the examples of a vacuum cleaner, boilers in a powerhouse, factory 
equipment, sounds of engines or heating and ventilation systems. And I'm going to add 
one more, which is the din of any large city for any city dwellers, you know exactly what I'm 



talking about. There is a constant undertone of noise that the brain has to block out. So 
that's another continuous noise that we have to deal with. OK, so the next type of noise is 
intermittent or variable, which is obviously a mix of somewhat noisy and quiet periods. 
Intermittent noise levels tend to increase and decrease rapidly in different operations. In 
variable noise, sources can cause intermittent noises to change over time. So the 
examples that they give are trains passing by, household equipment like washers and 
dryers, factory equipment that functions in cycles, aircraft flying overhead and most 
manufacturing noises. And I would like to actually add bartending or eating at a restaurant. 
So just next time you're in a restaurant, pay attention to the rise and fall of the sound in 
that space. It's approximately every 18 to 22 minutes. It'll get really, really loud, go to a 
crescendo and then people realize how loud it is in there and they quiet down and they 
don't talk as loud. So it's one of the things that I've noticed over my lifetime is this 18 to 22-
minute pattern of variable and intermittent noises in public gathering establishments. So 
the next type of noise is impulsive or impact noise, which is defined as extremely short 
bursts of loud noises that last for no longer than a second. This may seem like it's not 
really a long period, but in a usually calm and peaceful environment, a single, extremely 
loud noise can cause significant hearing damage, is what they've said in this article. I 
guess it really depends on how close you are to that loud sound. So some of the examples 
that they give are gunfire, a balloon popping, noise created by a press punch or 
explosions. I'm sure there're many other things that cause people to jump out of their skin 
in the impulsive or impactful noise category. So now the final category is low-frequency 
noise, which is a regular part of our routine landscape and we are exposed to it constantly. 
Remember, I was talking about the din of this city. That's definitely a low-frequency noise. 
So they include faint background humming of nearby power grids or large diesel engines, 
or the low frequency can easily travel and spread over long distances. So this is also 
probably the hardest thing to control or create barriers. You know, sound barriers. They 
talk about the most effective noise reduction method is in engineering so that there aren't 
these kind of environmental noises. So those are the four different types of noises which 
are continuous, intermittent, impulsive or low frequency. So now we're going to go on to 
the five types of noise and communication. I thought, this really interesting, so I wanted to 
bring this to your attention that I didn't really realize that there is noise in communication 
would totally make sense. So the five different types of noise and communication are 
physical, physiological, psychological, semantic, and cultural. So once again, these are the 
five different types of noises in communication. So physical noise in communication is an 
external sound obstacle preventing effective communication is a communication 
disturbance created by, well, physical noise, a.k.a. environmental noise. So what they list 
is rain sounds, thunderstorms, horns, outside building sounds, sounds from fans, lights or 
windows are all examples of physical or environmental noise. Besides loud music, barking 
dogs, noisy conflicts nearby and vehicle sounds are also examples of physical noise. So 
the second type of noise in communication is physiological, which is described as a barrier 
created by the communicator's physical condition, usually from physical illness or an 
inability to produce physical sound. So besides the obvious barriers of deafness and 
blindness, talking too fast, slow or even high or low temperatures in the room can generate 
physiological noise. The key is any physical illness. Even having a headache could be a 
barrier to the listening process of communication. So the third type of noise and 
communication is psychological noise, which is generated from the communicators' 
psychological factors such as values, beliefs, attitudes of general behavior. It's this type of 
noise that interrupts the mind from concentration. So the article doesn't say this, but I'm 
going to tell you this. In short, this is one's ego. This is a small and false ego presenting 
and auditioning for our attention, and it's the rambling chatters, the lies in the past, the 
shoulda's, coulda's, woulda's, the lies, so that's an example of psychological noise, so 
often people don't like to hear criticism of something they identify with, so it becomes a 



trigger and a distraction that their ego is reactionary to. So sensitive issues like race, 
religion, or politics are examples of psychological noise. Number four in the list of noise in 
communication is semantics. So semantics is a communication barrier created from the 
confusion over the meanings of words. It often comes from complex, technical, indigenous, 
or grammatical errors in communication. Semantic noise occurs because of different 
meanings of the messages between the sender and receiver. It refers to grammatically 
incorrect sentences that make the receiver unable to understand the meaning. Scholars 
term it as syntactic barrier or noise. So this is exactly why we define things at the 
beginning of our episodes. We're trying to get rid of that syntactic communication barrier. I 
had no idea. I just always found myself asking people to define things because I often 
found people have different meanings for the same word. So that was just one of my little 
Sufi things that I did throughout my whole life (before I discovered the Sufi path) was How 
are you defining that? Can you please define that? Because often people use words and I 
have no idea what they mean. Start doing this in your life. That would be my thing. Like, 
just start asking people to define how they're defining things. You might learn something 
about them and yourself. So examples of semantic noise could be an international student 
who doesn't understand the meanings of idiomatic expressions or regional phrases, so 
those could be like I used to live on Ocracoke Island and there's a word out there called 
Scud. They had to spell it somehow. Anyways, that word is specific to that island, and it's 
not really used anyplace else other than I picked it up because I thought it was fabulous 
sounding. And what it's defined as going out for a little joyride, like a Sunday afternoon 
drive, you're not really going anyplace in particular, you just going out for a loose good. So 
I've brought it into my vernacular because I thought it was such a great word. So in that 
same vein, jargon words, mispronunciations, unique words, grammatically wrong 
sentences are all examples of semantic noise in communication. All right. So number five 
is cultural noise in communication, which is created from nonverbal communication, from 
people from different cultural backgrounds. The basic kinds of nonverbal communication 
cues are posture, gesture, eye contact, space, touch and dress. The meaning of nonverbal 
cues is not the same in every culture and society. The conflicting message in 
communication is one of the cultural noises. OK, so this is interesting, too. There are also 
the four noises in group communication are ethnocentrism, prejudice, stereotypes and 
discrimination. These factors bar effective communication in groups or teams. So the 
example that they give is that John is a Russian student. He's living in Malaysia, and he 
reaches out his hand to shake hands with a woman he's just met while she denies the 
handshake. John doesn't really understand why, and then he finds out later that women do 
not shake the hands of men in Malaysia. It's not a cultural norm, so that's another type of 
cultural noise. So there are even more types of noise and communication process, but I'm 
going to stop here. I'm going to post the whole article on our website, The Nameless 
Show.com, and you can go there to read it because they talk about additional types of 
noise in the communication process. And it says there's even five more beyond that. So 
now we're going to continue with the other studies, which is the one in Germany and how 
science accidentally found out about the importance of silence.  
 
[00:15:13] Julie So this brings us to two different articles that I'm going to talk about. I'm 
going to kind of intermix them. One of them's from HTTP://www.Uplift.love. (How cool is 
that?) entitled "Science says Silence is Vital for our Brains" by Azrael Rushel. The other 
one is from the American Psychology Association entitled "Silence Please." Studies have 
shown that noise has a powerful effect on our brains, causing elevated levels of stress 
hormones. Sound travels to the brain as electrical signals via the ear. Even when we are 
sleeping, these sounds cause the body to react and activate the amygdala, the part of the 
brain associated with memory and emotion, leading to the release of stress hormones. So 
living in a constantly noisy environment will cause you to experience extremely high levels 



of these harmful hormones. Noise has been linked to high blood pressure, heart disease, 
tinnitus, and loss of sleep. So in my research for this episode, I found several different 
articles that pointed to this study that was done near Munich, Germany's airport when they 
moved it. So what they did was they studied the children in the area with the noise of the 
airport before and after the airport was opened and then closed. And then they studied the 
kids in the new airport location once again before it opened and while it was open to see 
what would happen. First of all, they administered tests of reading, memory, attention, and 
hearing to third and fourth graders who lived and attended the schools near the two airport 
sites. They found that the reading comprehension skills and the long term memory of the 
children in the airport improved once air traffic moved to the new location. However, the 
performance of the children near the new airport declined. Surprise, surprise. The study 
suggests that noise-exposed children may be less sensitive to speech, even though their 
hearing was impaired. After the old airport closed, children living near the site showed 
marked improvements in reading, memory, but their speech remained impaired. So this is 
what Dr. Evans, who is a professor of human ecology at Cornell University, cited. He goes 
on to say, We think one thing that might be going on is that children who are exposed to 
noise develop a stress response to ignore the noise. But not only ignore the noise there's 
evidence they also ignore speech, so they are not only ignoring the stimuli that is harmful, 
but they are also ignoring the stimuli they need to pay attention to. So the researchers also 
found that the Munich students near the working airports had significantly higher levels of 
stress hormones, adrenaline, and cortisol and higher blood pressure readings than 
children in quieter neighborhood. Evidence suggests that high blood pressure in children 
predicts high blood pressure later in life, and higher levels of stress hormones are linked to 
several life-threatening adult illnesses, including high blood pressure, elevated cholesterol 
and other lipids, and heart disease. Once again, they bring up heart disease. Excessive 
noise, they believe, is responsible for 3000 deaths a year. Now that's just in Western 
Europe, where they did this study near the Munich Airport. He goes on to say the study is 
among the strongest, probably the most definitive proof that noise, even at levels that do 
not produce any hearing damage, causes stress and is harmful to humans. So here's 
another thing to consider. This article also discusses the noise of being in a hospital. So, in 
a study in 2005 in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America suggests that noise 
levels in hospitals have dramatically increased over the last 50 years. So in 1960, the 
daytime hospital level of decibels was 57. Today, that's 72. The nighttime levels jumped 
from 42 decibels to 60 decibels. Now, the World Health Organization says that the 
recommended guidelines for sound levels in patients' rooms should not exceed 35 
decibels. However, today 72 decibels, that's the din that's in a hospital. Holy mackerel. 
Yeah, and you're supposed to heal in there? Yikes. So this brings us to how a scientist 
accidentally discovered the importance of silence. So physician Luciano Bernardi studied 
the psychological effects of noise and music in 2006, making the startling discovery when 
the subjects of his study were exposed to random stretches of silence in between the 
noise and music, they experienced a powerful effect. The two-minute pauses were more 
relaxing for the brain than the relaxing music or the longer silence that was in place before 
the experiment started. In fact, Bernardi's irrelevant blank pauses became the most 
important aspect of the study. One of his key findings was that silence is heightened by 
contrast, though, we may think of silence as a lack of input, science says otherwise. The 
brain recognizes silence and responds powerfully. Duke University Regenerative Biologist 
Ickny Kirsty discovered that two hours of silence per day prompted cell development in the 
hippocampus, the brain region related to the formation of memory involving our senses. 
Researchers found that silence helps new cells differentiate into neurons and integrate into 
our system, and that when we experience silence, our brains are better able to work and 
understand our internal and external environments. While noise creates stress, silence 
relieves stress and tension in the body. Silence is replenishing and nourishing while noise 



makes us lose our concentration, cognitive powers and causes decreased motivation and 
brain function.  
 
[00:21:17] Julie So I wanted to talk about my own personal experience growing up on a 
very busy street and then literally right around the corner from another busy street. I 
moved to this house when I was about six months old, and from that point on during the 
school year, all the school busses went by every morning and every afternoon. And then 
even if there wasn't school happening because there was a middle school two blocks 
away from me, there was the other street, two houses away from me. That was another 
main artery through the town. So I definitely had a speech impediment growing up. I also 
had a learning disability. I'm dyslexic. I don't know if that had anything to do with the noise 
or just I'm just that special. However, I personally had to overcome the speech 
impediment. And for me now, silence is more important than it's ever been before. I need it 
for my own salvation. Several hours a day.  
 
[00:22:38] Amin Good morning, first of all, this is Yaqin Aubert, Some of his functions have 
been to lead retreats and certainly train retreat guides and now his work is at a Pir Vilayat - 
Inayat Khan center at the Abode of the Message. The Abode, of course, four hundred 
acres, but has many little retreat huts. And I think everyone who would like to go on 
retreat, I'll give the information on our website. So our topic this morning is silence. It's 
following up on last week's interview with Wendy Tremayne and has been able to help a 
lot of people who have no idea what Sufism is or what, you know, much of anything 
esoteric, leading them on a three day retreat. So, in that three-day retreat, there's a lot of 
silence. So our topic today with Yaqin Aubert is silence. I was going to just share a quote 
with you from Hazrat Inayat Khan. He says,"when all of that noisy chatter about one's own 
opinions, one's own problems, one's own difficulties, one's own situation is finally silenced 
by selflessness, then the answers and the solutions will begin to emerge from the perfect 
clarity of silence. Indeed, listening proves to be even more powerful than speaking, and we 
discover that the greatest of powers did not arise from the word, but rather the greatest of 
powers has arisen from the unlimited calm depths of silence." And he goes on to say, 
"when the lips are closed, then the heart begins to speak, when the heart is silent, then the 
soul blazes up bursting into flame, and this illuminates the whole of life." So, Yaqin, 
everywhere I turn. And these days, it's, you know, reflected off of "online." Pretty much. 
But it's a lot of agitation. So. Why aren't more people in silence? Agitation, this disturbs 
me, all of these news commentaries and the weather and the climate and all that. Do you 
have an insight into why people don't want silence because there  doesn't seem to be a lot 
of it around.  
 
[00:25:32] Yaqin Yes, there doesn't seem to be a lot of it around, that's for sure. I think a 
large part of it is our culture is so oriented outward and materialistic-oriented that silence 
isn't taught. I mean, we have courses in high schools, even elementary schools that have 
debate teams, even in elementary schools. And so this ability to speak and be, you know, 
profound or at least speak a lot, even if you're not profound, is emphasized, but there is 
just a very small emphasis or teaching in the culture about silence. I mean, it is true that 
almost all religions have some aspect of emphasizing silence to them. You know, whether 
it's in a group or going off by yourself on a vision quest or a retreat. There's an aspect of 
silence. But in our culture, I think people think it's normal to get up first thing in the morning 
and immediately turn on TV or turn on the radio and start making a cup of coffee. There 
isn't any sense of rhythm of starting the day off in a contemplative way or with some 
silence. And so I think a lot of it's the orientation of not only our culture, but more and more 
the culture of the whole planet.  
 



[00:27:23] Amin Well, you know, having gone to military school as a kid, a bell, a bugle 
and a cannon woke us up at 6:25 and we had to be out of bed at 6:28. And it took me 
years to just allow the day to unfold. Just begin with just silence. Just wow, what's going on 
today?   
 
[00:27:49] Yaqin I can even see the extreme of it now, people thinking that it's normal to 
put a television in your bedroom. I mean that that's going into your bedroom, which used to 
be a place to go to sleep. Now you go in and you might watch television sitting in bed for 
hours before you fall asleep. And that's now more or less starting to be considered normal. 
And I find it very abnormal. And as you mentioned, silence is not cessation of talking to 
each other. But it's as you pointed out in that reading from Hazrat Inayat Khan, there's that 
quieting of the mind and the quieting of the heart and then reaching a deeper and deeper 
state of one's own being.  
 
[00:28:46] Amin Oh wow. So it's kind of a swimming upstream here because the entire 
common consciousness of society is barking at you all the time and trying to get your 
attention. So this is we're coming off of a long talk about retreat and some experiences that 
people have in retreats. How would you say, let's just say you wanted to experience 
silence, you know, which kind of seems like an oxymoron because experiencing nothing is 
interesting thought. But how would you like if you were going to say to somebody, Well, if 
you want to, if you're interested in what not to be in this other world of agitation all the time, 
how would you start into it? What would you say to people?  
 
[00:29:54] Yaqin I would say that's the first thing is to be able to sit still and not feel 
impulsive that you have to do this or that, but to sit still and just breathe normally in and out 
the nose. And just that focus on breathing will slow down. The heartbeat slows down 
physically. Mentally, it slows. It can slow down the mind from being so agitated and 
thinking of this and that. Yeah, of course, often when one is doing that, a person will take a 
breath or two just focused on breathing and then, a thought, occurs spontaneously about 
something and they start thinking about that. Then they remember, Oh yes, I wanted to 
just think about my breathing. So they go back, they take a few more breaths. And then 
another thought comes, and it's like the image of the sky. The sky is just empty. And then 
here comes the cloud along, and that cloud is like a new thought that comes along. And if 
you just go back to focusing on the pure sky, that cloud will just drift away. But it's very 
likely very soon there be more clouds. And so it takes a certain training to be able to stay 
in a state where there's very few clouds. I won't say no clouds, but because having no 
clouds is just a state of pure presence to openness, peace and being in the moment, as 
the popular saying was, be here now.  
 
[00:31:42] Amin Yeah. But, you know, often at the Abode, there's a diesel truck rumbling 
up the highway right above the Abode. And so you're in the meditation hall and you're 
sitting there and you're in silence. And then what I found very useful was simply to 
accommodate it. I didn't want to fight with it just to go, Oh, there's a truck. I welcome the 
truck. In other words, because you set up an agitation again, you're going on trying just to 
be silent. But I love my silence.  
 
[00:32:16] Yaqin Right? And that becomes just another thought, right? The thought of, Oh, 
I don't want to be listening to this truck. That's another thought. And there's the thought of, 
"Oh, I don't want to be thinking about not thinking." It can just be so. Yeah, I think at that 
point, it's just a matter of relaxing and letting go and not having any struggle, but behind 
not having it and struggle. There can be a gentle intention of this is the direction I want to 
go in and just relax into it like, I know sometimes when I am meditating in one room of our 



house, someone might be in the kitchen and I can either label them being in the kitchen, 
making noise as a distraction or an agitation, or as you're pointing out, it's just what's 
there. It's, you know, and I can oh yes, that's happening over there. OK, back to what I'm 
doing and when I begin to focus more and more on what I'm doing. I tend to hear that less 
- what's going on. And but there is a wonderful story of the Prophet Muhammad that once 
he was kneeling down to say his prayers. And it was sort of there are other people round 
in that, and some children came running over to him. And one of the people, you know, got 
very agitated, said, Oh no, get away, get away. He's the prophet. Saying his prayers. 
Mohammad said, No, that's fine. Don't bother the children.  
 
[00:34:07] Amin Yeah, yeah. Yeah. That other wonderful Sufi story about the the young 
young girl walking in front of a prayer. You know, it's kind of bad manners to, you know, to 
walk in front of someone doing their prayers because their faith based to the Kaaba, 
usually the East. And that's a whole tradition in Islam. And the person who praying was 
outraged that this young girl was was interrupting and being so rude to him. Oh, she said, 
Oh, I'm so sorry, I wouldn't. I'm going, I'm going to see my boyfriend and I'm thinking of the 
beloved and I and I, and I'm so sorry that I interrupted your prayer: what were you thinking 
about it or something like that? Yes. Were you in your prayers or into being distracted? 
What are you doing?  
 
[00:35:04] Yaqin Right, right? Yeah, I think part of that, she says. I didn't even notice you 
were there. You know, I was so focused and hurrying to my boyfriend. I didn't have. I'm 
sorry. And then like, you're saying that if there's another wonderful story out of three men 
were going to a mosque, a synagogue or church or whatever. And they were there and 
they were all praying. And then in came the person who was going to lead some sort of 
service. Or, you know, it could be the rabbi or the imam. But whoever it is came in and the 
three people were very still in silence and one of them said to the person, Oh, is it time for 
you to lead the service? And the next person said to him, Oh, you just broke your silence, 
you, you shouldn't have done that. Then the person next to him said, Well, you broke your 
silence by chiding him. And you know, so it just went on and on instead of just relaxing into 
the silence.  
 
[00:36:19] Amin Yes. So yeah, what comes up for me in that is two things one, the 
beloved girl is heading toward the beloved, you know, therefore everything else kind of 
goes away. But that has to do with a kind of natural focus, doesn't it? I mean, when you go 
into a garden and if you're interested in roses, you might really look closely and examine a 
rose and there's a smell to it. And you know, it's not out of coercion. You're not being 
tested on it. And how many petals did it have? But so doesn't it come down to A) doing 
what you want to do? So you really have to want to do silence, have a desire for silence. 
Let's try this out. You know, I've tried everything else. Let's try silence and then focus. So 
but how do you balance all of us for all? How do you focus?  
 
[00:37:31] Yaqin I think you've hit upon. There's like the girl going to see her beloved 
there. It's not just the concept. There's an emotional quality with it too a kind of a longing. 
You know that feeling that there's some part of your inner being that really longs for this 
silence? It's tired of all this agitation and running around. And of course, there's there's a 
purpose to life and activity and accomplishing things. All that can be very valuable. But 
there's also a balance of being quiet, having a slower rhythm and silence. So if a person 
feels that desire for that, that desire can help them to overcome their thoughts. As you 
said, the first the quieting of the mind. Then there's that comes often by the heart wants 
that, that silence. But then after in the silence in the heart can relax into the silence and 
something deeper than the mind in the heart can start to emerge from one's inner being.  



 
[00:38:47] Amin Hmm. Now. I think going back to that original quote about the archetype 
of the word coming into the world and therefore be and it was and you'll need it. So here's 
the question. So while all this agitation is going on, where is silence? Did it go 
somewhere? Or is it always there or what are we talking about here?  
 
[00:39:29] Yaqin Silence is always there as a kind of a capacity. But in that phrase, in the 
beginning was the word. But I would say the word that is a Word. The word with a capital 
w. It doesn't mean in the beginning was chatter. And so in talking in the beginning was a 
kind of pure vibration that later, because there's no human beings there to speak in the 
beginning, was the word. Then different things are created out of that very beginning. And 
so the word is like primal in this case, pure vibration, pure life force before it becomes 
concretized into a mind, a heart, and then vocalized that speech. So silence is always 
there as a hidden capacity and that's overlooked. But it's always there. And it's like if a 
person is looking at a flower but they don't smell, they don't notice that there's a fragrance 
to that flower, but the fragrance is there with the flower. But if they're ignoring, they're only 
looking and they're not sensing with their nose. And another quote, the one I was thinking 
of from Hazrat Inayat Khan about silence, where he talks about the inner nature of silence, 
he says this all-pervading unbroken, inseparable, unlimited, ever-present omnipotent 
silence unites with our silence like the meeting of flames, something goes out from the 
depths of our being to receive something from there, which comes to me thus. Our eyes 
cannot see. Our ears cannot hear. And our mind cannot perceive it because it is beyond 
mind thought and comprehension. It is the meeting of soul and the spirit. So he's talking 
about a very deep state that one can experience in silence or through silence.  
 
[00:42:09] Amin Yeah, it's so awkward in our language. You know, to speak about 
nothing. Nothing but nothingness is one of the phrases of the mystics. And yet it seems to 
be, Oh, it's so it's how could you have a bucket that's full and empty at the same time? So 
all, you know, because it seems to have that eternal aspect of always being there and and 
to be dipped into to be continually refreshing in a way. So there's something in there. You 
know, I don't know what you would call a in life like a light that is always on. But let's say 
that the brightness of the sun, the activity of the day, it's so bright that you don't see the 
stars, the stars did not go anywhere. You know, I don't think they did. I don't see them. But 
anyway, they they don't seem to go anywhere. They come back every night. I mean, why 
do they come back? The absence of the Sun. So can you say that possibly silence is the 
absence of activity in this? You know, I don't know this manifestation. In other words, there 
is something in absence. You're not just missing something. I mean, it's something actually 
there. You know,  
 
[00:44:02] Yaqin we're so used to duality. You know, there has to be something there or 
absence. I have to like it or I dislike it has to be hot or cold. That's the nature of our outer 
experience is that there's always this kind of contrast. So if you start to have an experience 
where contrast starts to dissolve, what is there? You know, it's the question. Rumi, the 
great mystic poet and teacher Jalaluddin Rumi says silence is the language of God, and all 
else is poor translation. He speaks of silence as being like going across the ocean, that 
most of the time we move about on the land and one rides a horse and a horse is one's 
vehicle and steed. And that's the body in the mind and all this talking, and it can take you 
here or there in towns and cities. But ultimately, you come to the ocean, to the shore, the 
boundary, and that is the limit of civilization or human society. And if you want to go 
further, you must leave behind that horse and enter a different vehicle. And that vehicle is 
a boat that will take you across the ocean and the boat is silence. So to get across. 
There's a great quote from the I Ching, the Chinese book of wisdom and it says Crossing 



the great water, perseverance, furthers no blame. So crossing the great water is both the 
journey of life, but it's also the journey of realizing the real depth and meaning of 
everything that's going on. What's behind all this activity? People are constantly searching, 
even when they don't know what they're searching for some kind of value for some kind of 
meaningfulness in their life. And often they run here and there, you know, they're filling in 
the space between life and death, trying to find out what's really important and meaningful 
and valuable to them, what sustains them, what nourishes them. And this constant 
agitation doesn't fulfill that or answer that. So there needs to be a balance of activity with a 
kind of repose or inner or spiritual relaxation, the door to which often can be silence.  
 
[00:47:07] Amin I remember going to seminars and and certainly on a retreat. When I took 
a retreat, I would probably sleep the first day. You know, we're speaking as relaxation. You 
don't really realize how agitated you are, how involved, how ennervated you are until you 
go, Oh, now I'm supposed to be silent. OK. And then you just fall over. I have that effect 
when I visit New York City. You know, it's so active that I don't realize how much energy 
I'm putting out in order to just hold my own in a way and not let it overcome me so that 
when I do leave the city, there's just this great relief. You know, no matter how good a time 
I had, or what show I saw, or, you know, all of those things, it brings me to the realization 
that we're really talking about what Inayat Khan said. First, the lips are closed, the heart 
begins to speak. When the heart is silent, then the soul blazes up. And that word soul. You 
know how many you know when they say, you know, an ocean liner went down and a 500 
souls were lost? We don't use that word pretty much in any other context in our outer world 
much. I don't think, at least in this culture, I'm not sure of any other. But so there is an 
emotion of the heart, which, I think I'm not being presumptuous saying most people have 
experienced either having it smashed, crushed in disappointment or being elated in any 
connection. Does the soul have an emotion? Are we speaking about an ineffable because 
it seems that it does in a way to me that it wants something, you know, even though it 
seems presumptuous to say that the soul desires something. But it's not the heart because 
I know what the heart takes me. It takes me up on this rollercoaster. But the soul is ... Can 
we love the soul? I mean, it's such a human predicament.  
 
[00:50:03] Yaqin I think I think in a certain sense, we can love the soul or love whatever 
we want to call it the inner life, the spiritual life we can love. Yawehh, God, Wakan Tanka, 
whatever that is. But from another perspective, that longing of ours is a response to the 
original longing that we think we're initiating this. But in actuality, there was this initial the 
initial creation of everything was a longing to be known. If we take this metaphysical point 
of view that there was in the beginning this just this unknown ocean of pure, luminous 
intelligence, this the one and only being. But there was no consciousness because 
consciousness means there has to be something else to be conscious of. So inherent in 
that original state emerged the desire to experience something other. And so therefore 
creation started. The first impulse to create life in order that there could be consciousness 
because otherwise there is just this pure state of luminous intelligence. And so our 
response to coming back to this idea of emotion, I would say there can be there's a kind of 
cosmic emotion which the Sufi teacher Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan can sometimes used to 
speak about that, he said. There's an emotion. It's not just the Milky Way galaxy is turning 
mechanically. That's sort of the old scientific model, but the more modern model is that 
there's a consciousness, there's an emotion in the swirl, and it's of the Milky Way. Of all of 
these galaxies, the turning of the Sun has a certain quality that can be considered an 
emotion, a cosmic emotion, not a more personal emotion. But again, our longing and our 
desire for something more all the time is a response to that original impulse. And we see 
this as it bears on the basic nature of human nature. I know when I was much younger and 
I was teaching Navajo children in New Mexico, I got all the boys pieces of two by four that 



were about two and a half three foot long because theirs is a culture where one of the 
main things a man does is hunt. That's what a man does. A man usually doesn't take care 
of the sheep, the women do that. There were specific roles. This is like 40 years ago. I 
don't know how it is now, but there's a real identification with "the man hunts." And so all 
the boys would take their two by four and just hold it and pretend it was a rifle and play 
with it when they could at at recess. And then the next thing they wanted to do is to use 
crayons and magic markers and write on the piece of two by four. And then the next thing 
they wanted to cut down part of the two by fours so the skinnier look like a barrel of a gun. 
But in that whole process, what's happening? It's the whole impulse of humanity to create, 
to take something and make it and change it and shape it. And that's this this whole 
impulse of expression that is inherent in making tools and making art and making love and 
creativity is this inherent impulse in the human nature.  
 
[00:54:45] Yaqin Well, things can go circling back to what you said about retreats. I see 
that on retreats, often the first day of retreats. The person needs to take a nice long nap in 
the afternoon because, as you said, they come on retreats straight from their busy life and 
they don't realize that there's an inherent built up, almost tiredness for so many people. 
And so they need time to just rest as well as be silent or other, whatever their particular 
spiritual practices.  
 
[00:55:26] Amin You know, I know that one of the things is silencing the mind in a way 
because we we go to sleep at night and some of us had a good night's sleep. Some don't 
whatever, but the body is basically getting rested and then the REM sleep. One thinks is 
that there's a whole rejuvenation, but the mind never rests. It seems to go on. You have 
any dreams last night? It's still evaluating the day or thinking about the future or doing 
something cosmic, whatever it's doing is work and it's continually working. And when you 
referenced cosmic relaxation. What is that?  
 
[00:56:17] Yaqin Cosmic emotions.  
 
[00:56:27] Amin Well, I always felt that that, you know, people call something meditation 
as if it's something to do  But really, it's relaxing from what you have been doing. You can 
look at it that way. And so it is cultivating in yourself because this is all going on in yourself, 
right? I mean, there's you're doing this, being this being. And so maybe just what we need 
to do is allow more time for, you know, not water skiing as a form of relaxation, but you 
know, nothing, nothing wrong with it. But that we we actually find ourselves some time to 
just relax everything. I think in terms of the lover, we've done all this talk in order to come 
together with your beloved. But when you're together, is there a need for talk? You're 
there. And I think that's a pretty good analogy. So in that sense, let's have just a moment's 
silence. Thank you so much.  
 
[00:57:58] Yaqin Oh, thank you. Sure to weave some silence into your day.  
 
[00:58:04] Julie And here is, "If Not Now When? Conversations with Alice Wyatt." 
 
[00:58:22] Alice Dry as a bone. Coreopsis is a bright little yellow flower with vibrantly 
green narrow leaves. It is not a desert hardy plant, though. So I work hard keeping it alive 
in my New Mexico compound. Its old Victorian meaning is always cheerful, something I 
strive to live up to. So much so that I have a bouquet of coreopsis tattooed on my right hip. 
A garden of cheerfulness I carry with me wherever I go. Lately, the coreopsis has not been 
doing well. I water it morning and night because of the summer heat. But even in a shady 
location, the leaves take on a lackluster hue and begin to wilt before midday. Worried, I 



take advantage of an unexpected break in the weather, a cool, rainy day and with delicate 
fingers, dig around the whole plant and lift it out of the ground. The roots on the edges of 
the plant have obviously been soaking up water, but the center of the root ball is dry as a 
bone! Dry as a bone, despite twice-daily watering and 12 hours of drizzling rain. This plant 
has been struggling to survive because only the very edges are getting what it needs to 
sustain life. What I see is such a reflection of the last year of my life. I sit down to write 
about it. I do not know what happened with this little plant, but this is how the center of my 
soul became as dry as a bone. I married young, 18. Within two years, I had my first child 
and proceeded to have four more by the time I was 30. We moved frequently with my 
husband's job living in very small rural communities. Depression began to plague me in 
high school, but as the years went by, it became a constant companion. The effort 
required to get up every day, take care of my children, meet the emotional and physical 
needs of my husband and have some sort of social life for myself became an impossible 
task. I began to define my life by what I wasn't. There wasn't enough money, enough time, 
enough energy, enough patience, enough wisdom, enough love. You get the idea. There 
was not enough of anything and everything I was supposed to be. This settled on me as 
an identity, though I did not realize it at the time. Anger became the way I coped with not 
being enough until my rages actually made me physically sick. I then began to cut myself 
off from all emotion. If I didn't feel then it couldn't hurt me, right? I stayed here for a few 
years. It wasn't healthy, but it felt so very good not to be controlled by anger anymore. With 
my children grown, my husband and I moved to New Mexico, the Land of Enchantment. 
My heart began to loosen because of the sunshine, the lack of responsibility, enough 
money to go around, living in an artistically stimulating community. I got a job. My very first 
real job. I began to see I was really good at some really cool stuff. My heart began to soak 
in the positive things people said to me things I had heard many, many times before, but 
did not have the ability to absorb. I still had that dry as a bone core, though, especially 
when it came to absorbing love from my husband. I just couldn't do it. It was too scary to 
let someone that close to me again. I knew my marriage was dying and with it, so much 
good and so much beauty. But I didn't know how to open up that last part of me. So I left, I 
left my job, I left my husband. I left New Mexico. It was the most brutal nine months 
imaginable. Every bit of myself was ripped apart in order to be reexamined. And I was 
alone only I wasn't. In my path were people, places, experiences, adventures, life lessons, 
heartache, restoration, all orchestrated by a creator who knew me intimately and knew 
exactly what was needed to restore my soul from the inside out. I returned to New Mexico 
and my husband, confident in who I was, the value I brought to the world, my place in it. I 
had received the gift of looking into the innermost parts of myself and falling in love with 
who I really was. I look at this little plant I hold in my hands knowing exactly what it needs. 
Gently, I pull it apart, expose the dry roots, all matted in the dusty center. I submerge it in a 
bucket of water over and over and over until the entire root ball is saturated. Carefully 
placing the coreopsis back in the ground, I make sure all the roots are spread out as far as 
possible. Each one touching damp earth. I press the dirt firmly around it once again and sit 
back satisfied. "Aalways cheerful" - just like me - will live to spread cheer once again.  
 
[01:04:48] Amin Cosmonauts and astronauts explore outer space, but there's an inner 
world as well. So let's explore beyond light and sound and time and space. Join us as we 
listen in to an experienced innernaut, get introduced to a new language to describe 
uncharted inverted space. We enter through the portal of dreams.  
 
[01:05:21] Innernaut The dreamer was taught that the soul needs silence and meditation 
to thrive. This section may be followed by more episodes because it's dealing with a 
subject which I've never heard anybody talk about. It has high levels of "adab," an 
appropriate manner within. It has to do with the secret or the hidden. Let me describe how 



my dream partner did it, and it just kind of pops into mind and see how it comes through 
because it actually starts as a masculine expression. Yet the masculine has the greatest 
problems with it because it involves the control of the ego. In my dream partner's dream, 
she lives high up in a huge castle. The castle has an open area and in the open area, the 
courtyard is set up for artists and lecturers for people who are probing the awakening in 
light. She's facilitating that. In this courtyard is an overallness; by facilitating that, she is a 
permeation. She is permeating a quality that goes through it all. Permeating is a very 
interesting subject. It's like the guy sitting in the back somehow is affecting the speaker up 
front, who thinks he's divulging interesting information when actually they're both catching 
it through some sort of connection to the permeation. The degree to which they're able to 
open into that permeating is hit or miss for them. It's an awakening, something more 
attuned to the permeation, although it remains invisible and hidden. It always does this 
invisibly. It doesn't do this or acknowledge that it does this supportively. If you look closely, 
you can see where this is coming from. There are a couple of people I know who 
developed this openness. I do not know how they did it. They're not part of any path. But 
they recognize when they're able to touch something much deeper. They know exactly 
where it is coming from. And they say in their permeating hiddenness, this is an ideal. The 
more you can maintain your silence on the subject, the more deeply you can go into the 
permeation. The masculine has a problem with it. The masculine problem is when it grabs 
on to something and recognizes it coming through like this, it wants to ride it, take credit for 
it or be seen or recognized in terms of it. But permeation doesn't work that way. In my 
meditation dream, a woman approached me whom I have apparently talked to recently. I 
don't remember her. She remembers me very well. I go along with this, noting she has a 
little birthmark and I make a mental note to remember her, not to forget her again, as I 
have a tendency to do because she is telling me I'm doing a sleep dream, not a meditation 
now showing how this works. That's good. I'll do the meditation dream after this. She 
comes up to tell me she had figured out what I am doing. I was waking things up inside of 
myself. I think I'm being hidden about that. Not from her perspective. She sees it. There's 
an interesting thing about the collective consciousness on this level when it's in the outer. 
We're inclined to jump into it. I'm in a library and the discussion has gotten caught up in a 
particular subject. Everyone wants to dive into the energetic that's the collective response, 
but the same thing happens on the inner the hidden. As soon as something hidden is 
revealed, it creates excitement. People want to dive into that, and we mustn't do that 
because it drains it. You're draining the heart. The heart not only speaks to the overallness 
collectively, because in this case, I'm speaking of it collectively. The heart speaks through 
the hiddenness and the stillness. You don't try to reduce it into the mundane overallness. If 
you maintain the reliability of silence, you stay in the gnosis of reflection. The meaning I 
wrote here is the more still and hidden a person is able to be, the more they're able to 
perceive through the hidden around others who sense a knowingness and an acuity like 
this. Half the time people are guessing because they're picking it up in the etheric around 
them, like the guy in the back can be influencing your speaker up front, the speaker up 
front can think that they're the source. Just the carrying of the permeation can cause 
others to perhaps peek around the curtains and see, Oh wow, you have this perception. 
Most people in the density won't get that, but it's possible they could. The key is to 
continue to stay silent, invisible in gnosis reflectively, but not outwardly perceptively. Now 
you're going through the reflective to help you catch up with the inner, you're not going 
through the inner to help you catch up better with the outer reflective. To maintain 
invisibility in the face of a quickening of awareness facilitates being able to go deeper and 
deeper and more and more in terms of that permeating quality. This way of being is a 
connection to more than just knowingness. I should say, knowing this is based upon 
deviations of the permeation. If I was to get up to pontificating and stuff like that, that's a 
deviation of the permeation. Permeation sits in stillness. You don't alter some aspects and 



play with other aspects. The permeation is all there is. It descends and becomes 
something that is lived out in the outer. When you're catching up with this quality of infinite 
aliveness, you don't keep dibbling and dabbling in knowingness deviations because the 
next thing you know, you're having to live those deviations out in the outer. See, that's in 
between. You go deeper and deeper. The more you do that, the more effectively it comes 
across, affecting things or potentially shifting things. If your inner knowing is just thrown out 
there like a pearl before swine, or you get caught up in all stories of acting as a group 
magnifying the spiritual effect, then the mind-sense violation is quick to predominate. Since 
I'm sitting in the dreams, there was another one where the hiddenness was also kept 
secret and its effectiveness is not torn down by the limitations of collective consciousness. 
Thus, it permeates, creates an overallness forum that's just simple. There is a little saying 
when the denser levels of beingness are carried on reactively, the hiddeness and stillness 
becomes more real, unveiling for all to see the veils that go far deeper. It's all in this 
meditation dream, but it took the sleep dreams to take it out of being told too tightly or too 
deeply. In the meditation dream, it starts off each year. A person has to contribute secretly. 
This is usually done invisibly. In the dream it is known that my father held back last year. 
He pledged that he was going to do it because he couldn't figure out how to bring this out 
of his beingness it didn't quite happen. That's making it known, and that's the problem. The 
effect is not important. What is important is that the gifts originate in the silence of the 
heart-depth. What is spoken about and noticed in the outer has projections. That's 
because speaking of it involves the ego and those projections drain the heart. The 
importance of this is the heart is nurtured and awakened by stillness. We are all stressed 
out enough, but it's the stillness, the invisibleness that awakens the heart, not something 
that has a dynamic that's bouncing around. In other words, the deviation is anything that 
has to do with needing to get caught up in collective consciousness. Whatever the activity 
of the day that's being talked about or in public or an animation of one's knowing, that's a 
deviation too. It leads to one's animations having to be played out in the outer. So 
meditation is like an elixir. It aspires to touch the permeation stillness, our outerness defies 
this. So the result is that conduct remains invisible in terms of the overallness in the outer. 
So you then just say reflective in terms of the invisible presence. We have to see it as 
something going on outside of the antics in the outer. It's hidden away in unconscious, 
underlying permeating heart. And when such a heart is revealed, reserved, prepared to 
quit for predominating reflective, that's such an awakening of the heart because we all 
carry it. Reflections are visible and they point ominously to something more. While 
inflections take the mindfulness into the stillness. That was the meditation dream all 
pointing to so much more.  
 
[01:16:10] Julie So before we leave this episode on Silence, I just want to give you one 
more quote to think about, it's from Abraham Lincoln. "Better to remain silent and be 
thought a fool than to speak and remove all doubt." 
 
[01:16:25] Amin Next time on Nameless, we interview Nathaniel Myles Yipes, Doctor of 
Divinity, on love and forgiveness. He brings the special essence of 800 years of the Jewish 
and Sufi traditions to illuminate this topic.  
 
[01:16:47] Julie If you like what you have heard, please be sure to hit the Subscribe button 
on your favorite platform. You can also follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 
YouTube. Transcripts of the show are available in English, Spanish, Turkish or Hindi at 
TheNamelessShow.com, and please email your questions or transcripts requests to 
TheNamelessShow@gmail.com.  
 



[01:17:15] Amin In our prep work for the Nameless Show, we have come across some 
provocative quotes. We have culled 365 of these from our work with quantum mechanics, 
mysticism and alchemy to post on our Twitter feed, Daily Dervish. Dervishes are infamous 
for saying or doing something disruptive to the collective amnesia. Get your daily 
disruption on Twitter.com by subscribing to Daily Dervish.  
 
[01:17:47] Julie Time is precious in this dimension. Thank you for spending some of yours 
with us. None of this would be possible without our dedicated team of lightworkers: Cheryl 
Ray, Carol B, David, Clare, Yocelyn Riojas, and Rain Juvoli. The theme Sound for 
Nameless was created by Rob Carey, at Cosmic Turtle Sound Studios, Truth or 
Consequences. New Mexico. Additional Music by Paul Lee, Rob Carey, Dan Gallagher, 
Rory Marella, and AJ Pantaleo. Voiceover acting talent for the Innernaut segment by 
Jasna Brown, Teresa Langston, or John Bellemer, The Nameless Show. Copyright 2022. 
Under Sofia Unity Foundation, Wisdom is one.  
 


